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BROW AND LASH TINTING 
 
What is a brow and lash tinting? 
 
Tinting is colouring of your brow or lash hair, this treatment is a must for those with very light coloured 
brows or lashes the results are just amazing  
 
What happens during a brow tinting treatment? 
 
Lashes and/or brows are prepared then a cream is applied to the skin to avoid staining.  A custom colour 
will be mixed to suit you depending on how light or dark you would like the result to be, if you are 
unsure your technician with advise you  
 
How long does a brow treatment take? 
 
Brow and Lash tinting should take no longer than 30 minutes to complete 
 
How long does a brow tint last for? 
 
A brow tint will last between 3 to 6  
 
How will the correct brow colour be chosen? 
 
Your natural hair colour and skin tone will be looked at when choosing the right colour for you then a 
custom colour will be mixed.  Some people request to go darker which is fine  
 
What should I do before my brow or lash tint treatment? 
 
Arriving without makeup is advised but not necessary  
  
Is brow tinting safe? 
 
Artistic Beauty source the best product on the market to ensure that our valued customers are safe.  If 
you have sensitive eyes or you are allergic to some products a patch test will be suggested. We recently 
changed our solution to a more natural based and longer lasting product for quality assurance.  
 
How much does brow tint cost? 
 
Please refer to Artistic Beauty Brow & Lash Bar price list for cost. 
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Please contact us if you have any further questions regarding any of our treatments 
 


